
HOME STAGING TIPS

1.  MINIMIZE
Suggest packing away 80% of  accessories and books, and 
90% of  the contents in closets and cabinets. It’s a 
daunting process, but better to do it sooner than later. 
Make sure that the objects and books left out are neutral 
in color and topic – nothing controversial! This also 
includes removing all personal photos. 

Limit countertop items to neutral colors, jars filled with 
neutral dry goods along the back counter, chopping block, 
white/neutral ceramics, and avoid appliances with cords. 
Additionally, most window treatments are best taken 
down to maximize space and light. Remember, you want 
your place to appeal to the widest population possible.

2.  NEUTRAL & NATURAL
If  you’re unable to buy new furniture, a refresh of  neutral, 
natural, soft accessories can be impactful. Stick to white or 
natural linens for bedding and throw pillows.

For rugs, although colorful patterns can be gorgeous, they can 
weigh down and age a space, especially in real estate photos. It’s 
best to stick to pattern-free, natural-fiber options.

Keep design very minimal in the bathrooms. Get new, fluffy 
white towels and set them out for open houses. Buy some nice 
fancy bath products from one brand - think hotel-like!

With over 25 years of  experience in real estate sales, marketing, design, and consulting, BMG knows the importance 
of  staging design and we understand what it takes for you to ear n top dollar for your listing while appealing to the 

largest audience. We of fer these easy and af fordable tips to set you up for a successful home sale.



3.  PAINT IT WHITE
To put it simply, white walls look bright and clean in listings, and 
allows décor to pop! A uniform blank slate makes rooms look 
bigger and the ceilings look taller.

4.  ABSTRACT ART

Art is a key focal point of  almost every room. Suggest 
geometric or organic abstract pieces in shades of  pastel or 
natural tones.

5.  ADD LIFE WITH PLANTS
Plants help a home feel alive, at peace, & healthy! Suggest incorporating plants in living areas and all bedrooms.
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